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EDWIN HONIG

ELEGY

.

(for Vincent GaroHolo)
I

When through the'acres of his life
my friend went down, his handsome heat
was doused, the rocks of his vision
lay pelted, filling the dirt.
His fields ran dumb with his absence
and he was the stiffness moving in place,
making a place of empty pain.
His shoes in their eyes and creases were clear
as never before.'They said he is here.
His room breathing warm and quick with his smells,
mirrors and tables real to his mind
were soaked with his pause and smile.
They said he is only a moment gone.
Then a film stilled over them all
and in crept the ink of thinking pain,
. sending him off from everything here,
heavy and new in his absence and strange
to the trick ofthe eye of the heart that misses
the wink of a beat and races ahead
to trace his presence away,
dimming his print in the brain.
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I heard this sleeper roll apart,
unravel nerve from bone,
silencing his blood,
drenched residue let go.
It snowed all night to fill the world.
I looked. The moon shone dry.
No lick of wet on leaf or stone.
Burning cold the moon tore down
his landscape red and brown.
Light went out to find his blood
the night I heard his bright world drown.

m
Pale at ease, the water stood at home
in tumblers, buckets, earthen jugs.
Not frozen, more or less alive,
collecting nothing, waiting hard
and still, a something willed, forsaken.
Outside a stream ran lavishly,
mashing pebbles, thinly whirling on
and slowing in the moving mesh,
draped lavender by night,
by daylight sliding gold.
Nowhere but at home I stood by,
trembling by that stream
for all uselessness.
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IV

Nowhere but at home I came to count
in dumbest meadows of the sky
three ways to live, to die.
They would be mine alone.
Mine the sheerest kniving water
breaking stone; mine the moon
that hammered on his blood; and mine
the world that did not budge
but was at home, a boulder on his jaw.
Three ways to live, to die, always
behind the packed and brazen sky,
by shadowed hand, whorled eye, mind's hoard.

v

Next day I saw green heat divide the hill
where dawn rose foamin~ breakthrough
of burly shine come burrowing
stiff ocean air, a buoying up
of drifting flesh and salt.
Narrowed to my cylinder~f bon~
I swept the house of earth
from room to room, from roof to porch,
and trickling with my joyous sweat
lay down, a weight as light
as parting breath, and slept.
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